
Our company is growing rapidly and is hiring for a supply chain director. Please
review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we
will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but
have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for supply chain director

Evaluate and implement improved Manufacturing Engineering performance,
management, and tracking methods to monitor and control costs that will
allow the company to complete projects on time and under budget
Develop and manage to expense and capital budgets per our strategic
forecasts
Ensure compliance in all aspects of Environmental, Health and Safety per J&J
standards
Responsible for developing innovative distribution, inventory, transportation
and customer service solutions for global medical customers
Ensuring that J&J’s Supply Chain Customer Solutions organization continues
to address healthcare system challenges and provide a meaningful
competitive advantage
Responsible for the scope of all J&J Med Device companies and products
into the direct and indirect channels with a focus on the top tier accounts,
including development of new innovative solutions to improve the customer
experience with the JJMD customers in the United States
Developing strategies to form new partnerships outside of J&J and
potentially outside of our industry to enable J&J to better serve our US MD
customers
Partnering with global MD Customer Solutions teams to market our supply
chain solutions to our top customers
Partnering with MD Supply Chain to raise awareness internally of the
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Leading Innovation Council

Qualifications for supply chain director

Experience in working in a highly matrixed environment
Build and manage transition plans to ensure all stakeholders are prepared for
business changes (eg
Bachelor’s Degree in sciences, engineering, or business
At least twelve plus (12+) years of progressively responsible experience in
supply chain roles in the pharmaceutical or biopharmaceutical industry
Experience providing supply chain leadership on cross functional teams –
resulting in alignment on priorities and execution to plans
Experience owning and developing business relationships with executive
level representatives at external suppliers and vendors


